126 THE AGE OF THE GREAT DEPRESSION
Meanwhile in June, 1934, the national housing act created
the Federal Housing Authority, largely to help owners
finance the repair, renovation and enlargement of already
existing homes and to spur private building by federal mort-
gage insurance. The guarantee of loans at moderate interest
rates, insistence upon certain standards of construction and
the benefit of expert engineering and architectural advice were
among the FHA's most salutary features. By the end of 1940
it had underwritten loans of a billion and a quarter dollars
to modernize three million dwelling units, and nearly three
billion dollars for the erection of six hundred thousand small
homes and over three hundred rental projects.
In 1937 a renewed attack was made upon the problem of
low-cost housing with the passage in August of the Wagner-
Steagall act, which set up the United States Housing Author-
ity. An enormous amount of unfinished business confronted
this program. Under jurisdiction of the department of the
interior the USHA was empowered to lend or, less com-
monly, to give $500,000,000 (later increased to $800,000,-
000) to local housing agencies for slum clearance, repairs and
new construction under federal planning and supervision*
Localities were expected to assume certain responsibilities for
operating costs, ordinarily in the form of exempting the
property from their tax rolls. This agency absorbed earlier
housing projects and directed its major effort toward provid-
ing decent shelter costing not more than a thousand dollars
per room (increased to $1250 in cities with over half a
million population). Rentals were pegged to annual incomes
not exceeding $1150, and sometimes as low as $600 in the
North and $300 in the South.
In this manner war was declared against the tenements
ringing Chicago's Loop, New York's "Hell's Kitchen,'* the
"corrals" for the Mexican poor of San Antonio, the Tin-Can
Alleys and Poverty Courts all over the nation. Maximum
window space, sun decks, terraces or strips of greenery and
playgrounds were the new order of the day. One of the most

